I. INTRODUCTION
Fault diagnosis is a crucial and challenging task in the automatic control of large complex systems. However, diagnosis decision could be necessarily ambiguous, in which case running a diagnosis engine may get a wrong decision. So it is very important to decide at design stage how accurate any diagnosis algorithm can be on a given partially observable system. This problem is called diagnosability analysis and is the basic question that underlies diagnosis.
The diagnosability analysis problem has received considerable attention in the literature. Some existing works analyze diagnosability in a centralized way ( [1] , [2] and [3] ), i.e., the knowledge of the monolithic model of a given system is hypothesized, which is a very powerful information for diagnosability analysis. However, real systems are steadily growing in terms of size, complexity and interactions. The centralized diagnosability approaches lead to combinatorial explosion of the search space. This is why very recently the distributed approaches for diagnosability began to be investigated ( [4] , [5] , [6] , etc.), relying on local objects. More precisely, original diagnosability information can be obtained from the component where the fault may occur and then the global decision is calculated by checking its global consistency. All above approaches assume that the fault is a predefined event resulting in unexpected system behavior. However, sometimes the fault can be a sequence of some important events while any single one of them is not the fault by itself. A new proposal in the centralized case is provided by [7] , who formally introduce the notion of supervision pattern, simply called pattern, that is general enough to cover an important class of diagnosis objectives, e.g. diagnosing multiple faults, repeating faults, sequences of significant events, repair of faults, etc. A fault event is a special case of pattern.
In this paper, we propose a new and efficient distributed method for pattern diagnosability analysis of discrete event systems. First we extend pattern diagnosability problem from centralized framework to distributed one. Then we show how to recognize patterns by incrementally constructing local pattern recognizers for extended subsystems. More precisely, the subsystem is extended by synchronizing the diagnosability relative part with next selected component. In this way we can avoid global model. Next we propose a structure called regional pattern verifier that is constructed from the subsystem where the pattern is completely recognized before showing how to abstract just the necessary and sufficient diagnosability information to further save the search space. Then the global consistency checking of the retained part is based on another local structure called abstracted local twin checker to check pattern diagnosability. In this way, we avoid constructing global objects both for pattern recognition and for pattern diagnosability verification. Our idea is to find an equivalent alternative to the centralized pattern diagnosability checking that is more efficient in order to improve the scalability of the problem.
II. PRELIMINARIES
In this section, we define the system model, recall pattern diagnosability of discrete event systems as well as the centralized approach.
A. System Model
We consider a distributed discrete event system G composed of a set of components G 1 , ..., G n that communicate with each other by communication events. Each component is modeled by a finite state machine (F SM ), denoted by
, where Q i is the set of states, Σ i is the set of events, δ i ⊆ Q i × Σ i × Q i is the set of transitions (the same notation will be kept for its natural extension to words of Σ * i ) and q 0 i is the initial state. The set of events Σ i is divided into three disjoint parts: Σ io the set of observable events, Σ iu the set of unobservable events and Σ ic the set of unobservable communication events that are shared by at least one other component (communication events are assumed to be unobservable because we target general systems with a mixture of observable and unobservable communication events but, for sake of simplicity, we deal here with the case where all communication events are unobservable, as the observable case is easy and so the general case can be easily derived from the existing work ( [4] and [6] ). For any pair of distinct local components G i and G j , we have Σ io ∩ Σ jo = ∅ and Σ iu ∩Σ ju = ∅, which means that any two different components only share communication events and their observable events and unobservable events are disjoint.
It is important to notice that, if the model is distributed, the observations are centralized, i.e. accessible to one global observer: the case with several partial observers is completely different for diagnosability analysis, which becomes in particular undecidable ( [8] ).
Two composition operations are defined as follows. For the sake of simplicity, they are presented for two FSMs but it is easy to generalize them for a set of FSMs using the associativity properties [9] .
Definition 1: (Synchronization). Given two FSMs
2 )), where Σ s = Σ 1 ∩Σ 2 is the set of shared events, which can be omitted when there is no ambiguity in the context, and δ 1 2 is defined as follows:
The operation of product is sometimes called complete synchronization. The main difference between the two operations is how the private events, i.e., the events not in Σ 1 ∩ Σ 2 , are handled. In the product, the transitions of the two FSMs must always be synchronized on a shared event, σ ∈ Σ 1 ∩Σ 2 . In other words, an event in the product occurs iff it occurs in both FSMs. In the synchronization, the two FSMs are still synchronized on the shared events but the private events can independently be executed whenever possible. We denote the synchronized FSM of components G 1 , ..., G n as (G 1 , ..., G n ), which is actually the monolithic model of the entire system with Σ = ∪ i Σ i and Σ o = ∪ i Σ io , also called the global model in the following. Then we define the operation called delay closure with respect to a set of events, that preserves all information about this set by abstracting away irrelevant parts.
Definition 3: (Delay Closure). Given a FSM G = (Q, Σ, δ, q 0 ), its delay closure with respect to a set of events Figure 1 Given a system model G, the prefix-closed language L(G) ⊆ Σ * of words produced by the FSM G describes the normal and faulty behaviors of the system. Formally, L(G) = {s ∈ Σ * |∃q ∈ Q, (q 0 , s, q) ∈ δ}. If there is a set F of final states in the FSM, then we denote the marked language generated by G by L m (G) = {s ∈ L(G)|∃q ∈ F, (q 0 , s, q) ∈ δ}. In the following, we call a word of L(G) a trajectory in the system G and a sequence q 0 σ 0 q 1 σ 1 ... a path in G, where σ 0 σ 1 ... is a trajectory and, for all i,
Given s ∈ L(G), we denote the post-language of L(G) after s by L(G)/s and denote the projection of the trajectory s to observable events by P (s). In our approach, we adopt the following assumption: the language of each component is observable live, i.e. it is live and there is no cycle with only unobservable events.
B. Pattern Diagnosability of Discrete Event Systems
Now we recall the notion of pattern for diagnosis problem and pattern diagnosability of discrete event systems ( [7] ).
Definition 4: (Pattern). A pattern is a deterministic, complete FSM Ω with a stable set
Since F Ω is stable, the marked language generated by Ω is "extension-closed", formally described as: ∀s ∈ L m (Ω), ∀s′ ∈ Σ * Ω , ss′ ∈ L m (Ω). So once Ω arrives in a final state, it will always be in a final state in the future. With pattern definition, the diagnosis problem can be generalized from detecting fault events to recognizing event sequences that can describe more general objectives, like ordered occurrence of significant events, multiple occurrences of the same fault, the repair of a fault, etc ( [7] ). The fault event case is a special one of the pattern case.
In a given pattern Ω, we call an event σ a significant event of Ω if ∃(q, σ, q′) ∈ δ Ω with q = q′, i.e., any event that can change pattern state. We use Θ Ω to denote the set of significant events of Ω and ̟ q to denote the set of events σ ∈ Σ such that ∃(q, σ, q′) ∈ δ Ω , q = q′. Thus ̟ q is actually the set of significant events of Ω that change the state q.
Given a system G and a pattern Ω, it is assumed that Σ = Σ Ω , Σ o = Σ Ωo , Σ u = Σ Ωu . We say that Ω is recognized by a trajectory in the system s ∈ L(G) iff s ∈ L m (Ω). The property of pattern diagnosability concerns the ability of a system to detect a trajectory recognizing the pattern with certainty, based on a sequence of observations. We assume that ∃σ ∈ Θ Ω such that σ is unobservable, which means that at least one significant event is unobservable: otherwise, the diagnosability problem would be trivial. For example, figure 1 depicts an example of such a system and a pattern. Here in the pattern (bottom right) Σ Ω = {C1, C2, U 1, U 2, O1, O2, O3, O4, O5, O6}, which is the same set of events as that of the system. And the final state set of the pattern is {P 2}. We can see that the recognition of this pattern requires the ordered occurrences of the significant events U 1, O3, where any event except U 2 is allowed between them and any event is allowed before and after them.
. A system G is Ω-diagnosable iff for any trajectory s in G recognizing the pattern and for any extension t of s with enough events, any trajectory with the same observations as s.t also recognizes the pattern. A pair of trajectories p, p′ satisfying the following conditions is called a critical pair, also a global critical pair in the following considering that it relates to the global model: 1) p ∈ L m (Ω) and p′ / ∈ L m (Ω); 2) p is of arbitrarily long length after pattern recognition; 3) P (p) = P (p′). The existence of such a global critical pair witnesses non Ω-diagnosability of the system. Thus pattern diagnosability checking is to search for global critical pairs.
C. Centralized Method
A centralized method for pattern diagnosability checking is proposed in [7] , where the existence of the global model is assumed. Then the pattern recognition is based on the construction of global pattern recognizer.
Definition 6: (Global Pattern Recognizer). Given a global model G = (Q, Σ, δ, q 0 ) and a pattern Ω, then the global pattern recognizer is R G = G × Ω, where the initial state is
So the global pattern recognizer shows which part of the pattern can be recognized by any trajectory in the system. If F RG = ∅, we say that the pattern can be recognized in the system. After pattern recognition, pattern diagnosability is analyzed based on the structure called global pattern verifier.
Definition 7: (Global Pattern Verifier). The global pattern verifier for a given global pattern recognizer R G , denoted by
To construct the global pattern verifier, the delay closure with respect to the set of observable events is first performed on the global pattern recognizer and then the resulted FSM is synchronized with itself based on the set of observable events. The idea is to obtain all pairs of trajectories with the same observations to search for global critical pairs. In V G , each state is a pair of recognizer states that provide two possible pattern recognitions. Given a verifier state composed of two recognizer states, if only one of them is a final state, which means that the recognition of the pattern is not certain up to this state with the same observations, this verifier state is called an ambiguous state. An ambiguous state cycle is a cycle containing only ambiguous states. As any event in V G is observable, then a path in V G containing an ambiguous state cycle corresponds to a global critical pair, which is called a global critical path in the following. So pattern diagnosability testing consists in checking the existence of global critical paths in V G . Thus we have the following theorem.
Theorem 1: A pattern Ω is diagnosable in a system G iff there is no global critical path in the global pattern verifier.
III. DISTRIBUTED FRAMEWORK
As said before, the centralized approach is impractical due to its assumption of the monolithic model. In this section, we show how to recognize a given pattern by incrementally extending a subsystem to avoid the global model and then show how to analyze pattern diagnosability through global consistency checking of the diagnosability relative parts to avoid the global pattern verifier.
A. Pattern Recognition
Before showing how to recognize a given pattern, for the sake of simplicity, we first modify final states in the pattern as follows: ∀ρ, where ρ is a path in Ω, such that ρ = q
is modified as a path ρ′ = q
This means that we replace the stable final states set F Ω with its transitions by the stable final states set
Since F Ω is stable, this operation has no impact on the correctness of the diagnosability algorithm, except to make it more simpler.
Given a subsystem, following the same idea as in definition 6, we construct the local pattern recognizer as follows.
Definition 8: (Local Pattern Recognizer). Given a subsystem G S = (Q S , Σ S , δ S , q 0 S ) and a pattern Ω, then the local pattern recognizer of G S is R GS = G S × Ω, where the initial state is (q 0 S , q 0 Ω ) and the set F RG S of final states is
Similar to the global pattern recognizer, the local pattern recognizer shows which part of the pattern is recognized by any trajectory in the subsystem. If the pattern cannot be completely recognized, we need to choose another component to extend the subsystem for further recognition. Before choosing the next component, we first define the following notations.
Definition 9: (Recognition Relative Path and Diagnosability Relative Path).
• Given a path ρ in the pattern recognizer R GS of the subsystem G S , if ρ contains at least one state q r = (q, q Ω ), such that either q Ω is a final state of the pattern Ω or ∃σ ∈ ̟ qΩ such that σ ∈ Σ\Σ S (where Σ S is the set of events of G S and Σ is that of the entire system G), then ρ is called a recognition relative path. And σ, if any, is called a next recognizable event with respect to the subsystem G S . The set of next recognizable events with respect to G S is denoted by Λ GS .
• Given a path ρ in R G S , if it is a recognition relative path or it has the same observations as some recognition relative path of R GS , then it is called a diagnosability relative path. A recognition relative path contains either at least one final state of the recognizer or at least one state that is the source state of a significant event in the pattern such that this significant event is contained outside of the current subsystem, which is called a next recognizable event. Only such kind of paths can possibly recognize the rest of the pattern after synchronization with other components. Then the next component to be chosen should contain at least one next recognizable event. The set of recognition relative paths contain the projections on the subsystem of all the global trajectories that recognize the pattern (called the corresponding subparts of these trajectories in the subsystem). The local pattern recognizer R GS can then be reduced by only retaining its diagnosability relative paths. Let denote R Ω G S this reduced recognizer. (right part), where the gray nodes represent the recognizer states whose pattern state is the source state of a next recognizable event in the pattern. Here we have only one next recognizable event O3 with respect to G S . Thus we get the reduced part R Ω GS by deleting one path which concerns neither pattern recognition nor pattern diagnosability. So it is easy to prove the following lemma since the set of diagnosability relative paths includes not only recognition relative paths but also all the paths with the same observations as some recognition relative path.
Lemma 1: The reduced pattern recognizer R Ω GS contains the corresponding subpart in the subsystem G S (projection on G S ) of all global critical pairs.
We define a complete recognizer as a local reduced pattern recognizer with at least one final state and without next recognizable event with respect to its corresponding subsystem. The existence of a complete recognizer implies that the pattern can be recognized in the current subsystem and there is no other component that should be further exploited for next recognition. In case 1, the pattern is not yet recognized in the current subsystem and there exists at least one next recognizable event. And in case 2, at least one sequence of ordered significant events of the pattern is recognized in the current subsystem but there exists at least one next recognizable event for next recognition (considering there could be not only one such sequence in the pattern to be recognized). So in the first two cases, there exists at least one component G j such that Σ j ∩ Λ GS = ∅ and thus we select G j that contains at least one next recognizable event for next recognition. Then we extend G S by G j through constructing R Ω GS Σc G j , where synchronization is based on the shared communication events, and we extend accordingly the pattern recognizer for this extended subsystem by product with Ω and we reduce it. Note that the number of events in Λ GS is not necessarily only one, so G j is not unique in general but the order of selection is not influential for pattern recognition. Case 3 means that the pattern is not recognized in the current subsystem and there is no next recognizable event. In other words, case 3 implies that the pattern cannot be recognized in the whole system.
In figure 2 (right), R Ω GS is in case 1 with Λ G S = {O3}. As O3 ∈ Σ 2 , G 2 is selected for extension. Figure 3 depicts this extension of G S by G 2 through synchronization based on the shared communication events (left part) and the according reduced extended pattern recognizer (right part) which is actually a complete recognizer since it contains final states and there is no next recognizable event. Here we use gray nodes to show final states of the recognizer.
B. Pattern Diagnosability Verification
Once a complete recognizer is calculated, then we construct the regional pattern verifier based on this complete recognizer. Since unobservable events do not intersect between components and there is no cycle of unobservable events, the information about unobservable events is not useful during global consistency checking. But, different from the global pattern verifier defined in definition 7, for regional version we need, to check global consistency, to retain not only observable events but also communication events. So first we refine the complete recognizer by the delay closure with respect to the set of communication events and observable events. The refined recognizer is denoted as R r . We obtain left instance of R r , denoted by R l r , by prefixing the communication events with L. Then we get the right instance of R r , denoted by R r r , by prefixing the communication events with R. This is because we need to keep track of the origin (left or right instance) of the communication events for further synchronization, which are non synchronized events when constructing regional pattern verifier. The regional pattern verifier is thus constructed by synchronizing the left instance with the right instance based on all observable events in R r . The idea is to obtain all pairs of trajectories with the same observations in the subsystem. Definition 10: (Regional Pattern Verifier). Given the refined recognizer R r , the regional pattern verifier is V = R l r Σr o R r r , where Σ ro is the set of observable events in R r .
In the regional pattern verifier, any path containing an ambiguous state is called a partial critical path. A part of the regional pattern verifier based on the complete recognizer partly depicted in the right part of figure 3 is shown in the left part of figure 4 , where gray nodes are used for ambiguous states. Here we have partial critical paths since they contain ambiguous states.
Global consistency checking consists in verifying whether a partial critical path corresponds to a global critical path. Recall that a global critical path is a path in the global pattern verifier containing an ambiguous state cycle with at least one observable event. As this presence of an observable event is guaranteed from our assumption of observable liveness for each component, the information in a partial critical path important for global consistency checking is all the ambiguous states. And this consistency checking consists in verifying whether there exist ambiguous state cycles in the global path after synchronization process. Since synchronization between components is based on common communication events, then it is also necessary to retain communication information. In other words, the regional pattern verifier can be abstracted by only retaining information about all its ambiguous states as well as its communication events. −→ q n , where q 0 is the initial state of V , ∃j ∈ {0, ..., n−1}, q j = q n , ∀p ∈ {j, ..., n}, q p is an ambiguous state, ∀k ∈ {j + 1, ..., n}, e k ∈ Σ o , i.e. all events in this ambiguous state cycle are observable events, then the corresponding path in − → q j ), where σ represents an event of the system but which one is not important.
The abstracted pattern verifier retains the corresponding parts of all partial critical paths in the regional pattern verifier, which are also called partial critical paths in the following for the sake of simplicity. All ambiguous state cycles are kept in a qualitative way: those with both observable and communication events are kept with their only communication events in the first step of definition 11 while those with only observable events, which are lost in this first step, are recuperated by the second step. And the third step is to recuperate ambiguous states before or after communication events lost in the first step but not recovered in the second step. The left part of figure 5 shows a part of the abstracted pattern verifier obtained from the regional verifier depicted in figure 4 , where ambiguous states are represented by gray nodes.
Each global critical path corresponds to a partial critical path in the abstracted pattern verifier but the inverse is not true. The reason is that up to now we did not take into account the communication of partial critical paths with their neighborhood in the whole system. In other words, a partial critical path is not necessarily extensible into a global critical path during synchronization. To check the global consistency, given a component, we define as follows a structure called local twin checker, which aims at getting all pairs of local trajectories with the same observations.
Definition 12: (Local Twin Checker). The local twin checker of
The local twin checker of a component is obtained first by operating delay closure with respect to the set of communication events and observable events on its local model and then by distinguishing non-synchronized communication events with the prefix L and R (left and right instances) before synchronizing the resulted local model with itself based on the observable events. The right part of figure 4 shows part of the local twin checker for the component G 3 .
The local twin checker is used to check whether a partial critical path can be extended into a global critical path through synchronization with the abstracted pattern verifier. Considering that ambiguous state cycles can be blocked by communication events and that any ambiguous state can possibly be extended into an ambiguous state cycle after synchronizing with some cycle in the local twin checkers, then only communication events and all cycles need to be kept in the local twin checker. Thus the abstracted local twin checker is defined as follows.
Definition 13: (Abstracted Local Twin Checker-ALTC). A given local twin checker C i is abstracted in C −→ q n , where q 0 is the initial state of C i , ∃j ∈ {0, ..., n−1}, q j = q n , ∀k ∈ {j+1, ..., n}, e k is an observable event, suppose that the corresponding local
Thus ALTC preserves all communication events as well as all cycles in a qualitative way. The idea is to check whether the partial critical paths can be extended into global critical paths after synchronization with all other ALTCs.
During the pattern recognition, by keeping only diagnosability relative paths during the subsystem extension, the search space has been already reduced. Now we will further save space by checking the global consistency of only partial critical paths through synchronization of the abstracted pattern verifier with the ALTCs to avoid building the global pattern verifier.
To check their global consistency, the partial critical paths are synchronized with the ALTCs of the connected components, i.e., those components which are not involved in the subsystem G S corresponding to the abstracted pattern verifier but are neighboring with G S (contain at least one shared communication event with G S ). Now we define the global consistency of a partial critical path as follows.
Definition 14: (Global Consistency). A partial critical path is globally consistent if after synchronization with the ALTCs of all connected components, it either contains an ambiguous state cycle or contains an ambiguous state and there exists at least one independent component, i.e., non connected component.
Algorithm 1 Global Consistency Checking 1: INPUT: component models G 1 , ..., G n of the system G; the abstracted pattern verifier V a ; the current subsystem G S , which is initially the subsystem corresponding to V
return V a 11: else 12: return G S Algorithm 1 describes the procedure to check the global consistency, given the set of components of the system, abstracted pattern verifier V a with its corresponding subsystem G S . V a is first reduced by only retaining all its partial critical paths (line 2). When the reduced V a is not empty and there is at least one connected component to the subsystem G S (line 3), i.e., the component shares at least one common communication event with G S , then global consistency checking repeatedly performs the following steps. If there is at least one such path, then this FSM is returned to provide the nondiagnosability information (line 9-10). Otherwise, if there is no such path, then the current subsystem G S is a Ω-diagnosable subsystem, which is returned by our algorithm (line [11] [12] . Now we are ready to state and prove the following lemma. Lemma 2: A partial critical path is globally consistent iff it corresponds to (i.e., is the projection of) a global critical path.
Proof: (⇒) Suppose that a partial critical path ρ is globally consistent. After synchronization with the ALTCs of all connected components, if it contains an ambiguous state cycle, then it is easy to deduce that, when ρ is synchronized with all ALTCs, it must contains an ambiguous state cycle. Otherwise, if it contains an ambiguous state and there exists at least one independent component, then after synchronizing with ALTCs of independent components, we get ambiguous cycles. From the assumption of observable liveness of each component, there must exist in this cycle at least one observable event. This means that ρ can be extended into a global critical path. (⇐) Suppose that a partial critical path ρ corresponds to a global critical path ρ′, i.e., the projection of ρ′ on the abstracted pattern verifier is ρ. Since global critical path contains an ambiguous state cycle and ρ contains at least one ambiguous state, then it follows that after synchronization with the ALTCs of all connected components, it either contains an ambiguous state cycle or contains an ambiguous state with at least one independent component. which means that ρ is globally consistent.
From lemma 2 and theorem 1, we can directly obtain the following theorem to verify pattern diagnosability in a distributed way.
Theorem 2: A pattern Ω is diagnosable in a system G iff there is no partial critical path that is globally consistent.
For our example, after global consistency checking of the partial critical paths of the abstracted pattern verifier for {G 1 , G 2 } (see figure 5, left) , i.e., after synchronizing these paths with the ALTC for G 3 (see figure 5 , right), at least one partial critical path does not disappear and contains an ambiguous state cycle. In other words, there does exist a globally consistent partial critical path. Thus this system is not Ω-diagnosable.
C. Distributed Algorithm
The algorithm 2 describes the procedure of the distributed diagnosability verification for a given pattern. With the set of component models and the pattern under consideration as input, the parameters of the algorithm are initialized. As long as there exists at least one next recognizable event with respect to the current subsystem (line 3), which means that there are other components that should be further exploited for next pattern recognition, the following steps are repeatedly performed.
1) The current pattern recognizer is reduced by only retaining its diagnosability relative paths (for the first time doing nothing since the current recognizer is empty) and then one component containing at least one next recognizable event is selected (line 4-5). 
if R is not a complete recognizer then 11: return "Ω cannot be recognized in G" 12: else 13:
15:
2) The reduced recognizer is then synchronized with the selected component, based on the set of common communication events of the current subsystem and the selected component (for the first time doing nothing since the current subsystem is empty), and then the local pattern recognizer for this synchronized FSM is again constructed (line 6-7). 3) The current subsystem is now updated by adding the selected component, and then the set of next recognizable events with respect to this current subsystem is updated as described in definition 9 (line 8-9).
When there is no more next recognizable event and the current pattern recognizer is not a complete one, which means that there is no final state in this recognizer, it can be deduced that the pattern can never be recognized in the system. In this case, our algorithm returns the information about non recognizability of the pattern (line 10-11). Otherwise (line 12), i.e., the current pattern recognizer is a complete one, based on which we construct the abstracted pattern verifier (line 13-14) before checking its global consistency (line 15) whose procedure described by algorithm 1.
IV. IMPLEMENTATION
To experimentally illustrate the correctness of our proposed distributed algorithm and demonstrate its efficiency, we have compared it to the centralized algorithm of [7] after having implemented both. Our results emphasize that the search space of our distributed algorithm is much smaller than that of the centralized one in most cases. Considering that if the number of faults is high we will face a significant increase in complexity, it is better to check the diagnosability individually for each fault, as it is usually done.
The test case that we adopt is a simple example of an office system composed of several components (please see more details about the example in [8] ). Then the figure 6 shows the growth of states number and of transitions number in the global pattern recognizer, the global pattern verifier, the distributed complete pattern recognizer and the distributed pattern verifier when the system is extended by adding more independent components. We can see that, since the added components are independent, then for our distributed approach, the search spaces of the complete pattern recognizer (distributed PR) and of the distributed pattern verifier (distributed PV) never increase, while for the centralized approach, the search spaces of the global pattern recognizer (global PR) and of the global pattern verifier (global PV) dramatically increase. This is obviously the case the most favorable to distributed approaches and further experiments to evaluate the gain for intermediate scenarios, depending in particular of the degree of connectedness of the components, are planned. Furthermore, we also compared two distributed approaches for several small systems where all components are connected: normal distributed approach without abstraction and distributed approach with abstraction as described in this paper. The idea was to check how much space can be saved with the abstraction. And the results show that for all these examples (which will have to be completed by larger ones), we can save space between thirty and sixty percentage.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper we proposed a distributed approach for pattern diagnosability. We first showed how to incrementally recognize the pattern by synchronizing the diagnosability relative paths with other components to avoid building a global model. Then, for pattern diagnosability checking, we abstracted just the necessary and sufficient information from local objects to further save the search space. The approach described in [10] is close to this work, whose subject is also about how to verifier pattern diagnosability of distributed discrete event systems. However, their algorithm is limited to deal with only what called simple pattern, i.e., one sequence of events. Moreover, in [10] , different from the approach shown in this paper, there is no abstraction technique to further save search space. Our approach in this paper is general enough to be applicable to any pattern, i.e., both to only one sequence of events or several, even infinite, sequences of events. The correctness and efficiency of our algorithm have been not only theoretically but also practically proved through implementation. To the sake of comparison, we also implemented the centralized algorithm. Our results emphasize that our proposed distributed approach leads to the same conclusions as the centralized one but with a much smaller search space. To the best of our knowledge, these are the first experimental results for pattern diagnosability, even in the centralized case. We have several perspectives for this work. For example, when a diagnosable subsystem is returned by our approach, it is possible to investigate whether the observations (i.e., observable events) in this subsystem can be reduced while keeping it diagnosable and, if yes, how to reduce them ( [11] ). Our approach can also be extended to analyze the predictability of distributed systems that concerns the ability of these systems to predict a fault before its occurrence, and thus trigger actions to avoid it ( [12] ).
